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THE CANTERBURY QUADRANGLE 
ST JOHN’S COLLEGE 

OXFORD

Howard Colvin

in august 1636 inigo jones provided the stage setting for a play in Christ Church hall. 
The occasion was a royal visit to Oxford in the course of which King Charles I and his Queen 
were lavishly entertained in the newly-completed Canterbury Quadrangle built by William 
Laud, Archbishop of Canterbury and Chancellor of the University, at his old college of 
St John the Baptist.

We do not know whether Jones was among the courtiers who were feasted in the college 
on that summer’s day, but we can hardly doubt that he took the opportunity to inspect this 
notable addition to Oxford’s collegiate architecture. Of course he knew Laud well: he had 
been employed to repair St Paul’s Cathedral when Laud was Bishop of London. He must have 
known the sculptor Le Sueur who made the bronze statues of the King and Queen which 
looked down on the quadrangle from their places of honour in the two frontispieces, and he 
was very likely acquainted with the master-mason John Jackson who had built much of the 
quadrangle.

We can guess that what he saw, handsome though it was, would not have been much to 
his taste. Part Gothic, part Renaissance, part baroque, and none of it in the least Palladian, it 
represented a very different approach to architectural design from his own.

The arcades were of the early Renaissance type, without half-columns or pilasters to 
support the entablature, and with arches springing directly from the capitals, not the proper 
Roman kind derived from such ancient exemplars as the Theatre of Marcellus.

From its proportions the order was apparently Tuscan, but in the frieze above, Doric 
triglyphs could be seen scattered about in a way that defied all Vitruvian rule or Palladian 
precept.

In the centre the fluted Doric order, to be sure, derived from some reasonably respectable 
source such as Vignola, but higher up, the twin Ionic columns stood on unorthodox double 
pedestals, themselves covered with meretricious ornament of Flemish extraction, while the 
pediment they supported was not of a kind illustrated by the authorities that Jones respected.

And on either side there were the Tudor Gothic windows and battlements, totally at 
variance with both arcades and frontispieces, while to get into the quadrangle or out of it one 
had to pass under fan-vaulted passageways framed by doorways full of leather faces and 
other mannerist conceits.

Inigo Jones must have felt rather like Robert Smirke contemplating the Reform Club or 
Le Corbusier inspecting a building by Mewes and Davies. He would certainly have been 
shocked could he have known that throughout the eighteenth and for much of the nineteenth 
century this mongrel building was generally supposed to have been designed by himself. It 
was as if Quinlan Terry were to find himself credited with some post-modern extravaganza 
by Piers Gough.

But why, you will ask, if Jones was so well known to Laud, was he not employed to 
design the Canterbury Quadrangle? Surely this leading figure in Church and State would
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figure i. The west side ofthe Canterbury Quadrangle

naturally go to the leading Court architect to design this prestigious building which was to be 
a permanent memorial to his own greatness?

To answer this question and to understand how it came about that the Canterbury 
Quadrangle was not a uniform classical design, let alone a Palladian one, it is necessary to trace 
its building history.

For the first forty years after its foundation in 1555, St John’s College consisted only of 
the single quadrangle built in the fifteenth century for Cistercian monks and acquired by its 
founder Sir Thomas White, after the monks had been dispossessed by King Henry VIII. By 
the end of the sixteenth century that single medieval quadrangle was no longer sufficient for 
the college’s needs, and in 1596-98 a large new library was erected on a site to the east of the 
old quadrangle. This library not only released space in the old quadrangle for living 
accommodation, but provided some more on its ground floor. As Figure 2 shows, for some 
reason that is not now clear, it did not immediately adjoin the old quadrangle, but was so sited 
that it could be incorporated in the south side of a future second quadrangle.



figure 2. The Canterbury Quadrangle as envisaged in 1631

figure 3. The Canterbury Quadrangle as built 1631-36
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When, in 1630, William Laud proposed to enlarge the college of which he had been the 
head, the scheme that formed itself in his mind was architecturally fairly simple. It was to 
erect ‘a range of buildings opposite to the Library’, and to build ‘a high wall to joyne them at 
the east end’, with ‘a cloister upon pillars’ along the inside of that wall.

Although quadrangles had long been the rule at Oxford, parallel ranges joined only by a 
screen wall were not uncommon in English country-house architecture, and one Cambridge 
college, Caius, had been built on this plan, though without a cloister.

It was presumably on this basis that work began in the summer of 1631. On 15 April the 
College gratefully accepted Laud’s proposal to ‘beautify the east part of the college with a new 
building’. An estimate indicated a total of £1,005, a gift of timber from the royal woods at 
Shotover was solicited and granted, and a contract was made with an Oxford mason called 
Richard Maude. The foundation stone was laid on 26 July and some £700 was spent in the 
course of the following months.

The mason’s contract was evidently for the north range only, and early in 1632 William 
Juxon, as President of the College, was in correspondence with Laud about the next stage. 
With Laud’s encouragement, a more ambitious scheme was now envisaged. Instead of just 
two parallel ranges joined by a screen wall, there was now to be a complete new quadrangle 
with arcaded cloisters on both east and west sides. In order to accommodate the new west 
range and keep the quadrangle roughly square, it was decided to move the east side out, 
adding some twenty feet both to the north range and to the old library. The cloisters, Juxon 
wrote, would be ‘of the largest sort that Art can allowe’, and ‘of a forme not yet seene in 
Oxford’. Over the east range there was to be an extension of the library, over the western a 
gallery attached to the President’s Lodgings. All this, Juxon reported, could be done for 
£3,200. ‘For the summe aforesaid’, he assured Laud, ‘your Lordship shall have a perfect new 
Quadrangle’.

A new masonry contract was now necessary. Unfortunately its text has not survived, 
but we know that it included ‘the two cloister sides’, and that, faced with a much more 
considerable task, the mason Maude now took two partners, Robert Smith and Hugh Davies. 
The new design was embodied in a model, made by a local joiner called Woodfield, and 
delivered to the college on 1 June. Meanwhile the carpenter’s contract for the north range had 
been signed in April. But all did not go well with the masons: their work lagged behind, and 
in August 1633 they abandoned their contract, leaving the north range still incomplete and 
elements of the cloisters in various states of preparation. Another mason called Hill took over 
and undertook to complete Maude and Co.’s contract, but proved equally unsatisfactory and 
had to be discharged early in 1634.

The reason for these failures is not clear. When Laud asked for an investigation Maude 
and his partners admitted that their difficulties were due to ‘their own improvidence and 
indiscretion’, begged for lenient treatment, and were in fact given an ex gratia payment to save 
them from financial disaster. One suspects that the need to cut unfamiliar classical mouldings 
and other such features may have been a contributory factor. The accounts more than once 
refer to the remaking of pillars which had been cut to the wrong size by Hill or his 
predecessors. But in the seventeenth century building by contract was generally regarded as a 
risky proceeding; for contractors could easily miscalculate, and then (as Sir Christopher Wren 
put it) ‘they shuffle and slight the work to save themselves’. It was, as the fellows of St John’s 
College, Cambridge, had found a few years earlier, ‘a way of building not so allowable in 
works intended for posterity’. By 1634 their counterparts at Oxford had learned the same 
lesson, and the work on the Canterbury Quadrangle was put on a new footing. Hence
forward it was to be carried on partly by direct labour, partly by measure, and partly by 
piece-work, all under the direction of an experienced master-mason. This necessitated the 
keeping of detailed accounts by the Fellow of the College, John Lufton, to whom Laud had 
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entrusted the supervision of his building, so from 1634 onwards we are much more fully 
informed about the progress of the works than we are for the previous three years.

Lufton’s responsibilities were now greatly increased. He was not only paymaster and 
accountant, but recruiter of labour, procurer of materials, and general organizer of a 
substantial building operation in an age which knew no labour exchanges, no builder’s 
merchants, no quantity surveyors, and no professional architects. During the next few 
months he was to spend a great deal of time on horseback, inspecting quarries, viewing 
standing timber, and arranging for the transport of both stone and timber to Oxford.

After Hill’s failure Lufton’s first journey was to London ‘to bargaine with and gett new 
masons of all sortes’. With them came a new master-mason, John Jackson. He eventually 
settled in Oxford, where he was later to carry out some important buildings, including the 
porch of St Mary’s church and the Chapel and Library at Brasenose. What he had done before 
1634 we do not know, but he must have been recommended by someone who could vouch 
for his competence. He was paid at the relatively high rate of 20s. a week for supervising the 
mason’s work, and himself executed some of the most important sculpture.

Under Lufton’s management every effort was made to make up for lost time. At the 
height of the summer there were about thirty masons at work. The two frontispieces were by 
now well advanced, and in December the bronze statues of the King and Queen were set in 
place.

The arcades on either side of the frontispieces were also complete. The columns were 
made of a hard bluish-grey stone quarried at Bletchingdon, five miles north-east of Wood- 
stock and known as ‘Bletchingdon marble’. The walls were built of a combination of 
Headington and Burford stone, the doorways, windows, and other such features being of the 
latter material.

By the summer of 1635 the building was in its concluding stages, and in September, 
when the Court was at Woodstock, Laud took the opportunity to come over to give some 
final directions and distribute largesse to the workmen. In October he formally handed the 
building over to the College, indicating the use to which the various parts should be put. The 
gallery over the eastern cloister was to be an addition to the library, to house manuscripts, 
small books that could not easily be accommodated in the main library, and mathematical 
instruments. The western gallery was to be for the use of the President, whose Lodgings had 
also been enlarged and dignified by the addition of what is now known as the Great Parlour. 
The ten new chambers in the north and south ranges were to be for the exclusive use of 
Commoners, who, not being on the Foundation, were to pay rent for their accommodation, 
thus making a useful addition to the College’s revenue.

So much for the building of the Canterbury Quadrangle. What were the architectural 
results of Laud’s expenditure? The most obvious feature of the quadrangle— and one that has 
often been criticized — is the abrupt juxtaposition of Gothic and classical elements. The 
reason for this will by now be obvious: the pre-existence of the Tudor Gothic library made a 
completely classical quadrangle impossible, but a completely Gothic one would have seemed 
unduly old-fashioned to anyone as closely associated with the Court of Charles I as Laud.

The introduction of classical arcading into a traditional architectural setting, though an 
innovation in Oxford, was by no means without precedent in English architecture. In a 
European context, arcades of this sort go back to Brunelleschi and the Florentine Renaissance. 
In England an early example is to be seen in the courtyard of Burghley House in Northamp
tonshire, built by William Cecil, Queen Elizabeth’s Secretary of State, in the 1550s, where the 
arcading is combined with a gateway decorated with superimposed orders of classical 
columns. But to a courtier like Laud the most familiar examples were probably at Cecil’s 
other great mansion, Theobalds in Hertfordshire, built in 1567—74, but since 1607 a royal 
residence; Hatfield House, built by Robert Cecil in 1607—11; the Royal Exchange in London
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figure 4. The facade of 
St Gervais, Paris (1616)

(1566—70) and the Queen’s London palace, Somerset House in the Strand, where the arcading 
dated from 1611-12. There was also the example of Neville’s Court at Trinity College, 
Cambridge, built in 1605-12.

Although there were no such arcades in Oxford, superimposed orders like those 
mentioned above had been used in the recent past at Merton and Wadham Colleges and of 
course in the Schools, in order to dignify the sides of quadrangles, so it was a logical step to 
introduce the complementary arcading already so familiar from the great courtiers’ houses. 
That was what happened at St John’s in 1632 at the behest of the greatest courtier of them all.

If, however, we turn to the two frontispieces, we find ourselves confronted with 
something rather different in style and scale from the superimposed orders of Wadham or 
Audley End (to give another country-house example), whose columns (to quote a contem
porary critic) look like things ‘patcht or glewed against a wall’. Indeed these gauche 
experiments with the orders compare very ill with some French examples — for instance the 
mid-sixteenth-century elevations of the Louvre, where the projecting frontispieces form part 
of a coherent architectural design — and make it painfully obvious that there can have been 
little real understanding of classical architecture either among those who designed them or 
those who commissioned them.



figure 5A. Pedestal of the 
Doric Order

figure 5B. Title-page 
designed by Rubens 
(Bodleian Library, Douce 
Prints)
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But the St John’s frontispieces, despite their semi-Gothic setting, are more sophisticated 
affairs: they are bolder, more grandiloquent, in fact they are not retarded Renaissance, like the 
arcades, but baroque. Nothing quite like them had been seen in England before, and to find 
their prototypes we have to go to Northern France and the Southern Netherlands. Ulti
mately, of course, nearly every feature we are going to examine has an Italian origin, but the 
immediate source proves to be French or Flemish.

If we take the pediment that crowns the whole composition we find that the ultimate 
prototype is a frame for a papal statue added to the front of the Palazzo Communale at 
Bologna by the architect Tibaldi in 1580. But this type of shallow curved pediment with a 
solid segment at each end supported by coupled columns was a feature of French church 
facades in the early seventeenth century. In Paris St Gervais (1616) and the church of Feuillants 
were well-known examples, and the ones most likely to have been known to the designer of 
the Oxford frontispieces.

If we take the curious motif on the pedestals of the Doric order of an animal s skin 
stretched out with only its head and feet hanging down, then we find this in an engraving 
made in Antwerp from a drawing by Rubens, though Rubens got the idea from the Italian 
artist and engraver Tempesta. Tempesta had used it, appropriately enough, for the dedication 
of a suite of hunting prints, published in Rome in 1605. Rubens adapted it for the title-page of 
a collection of engravings for the teaching of drawing which he published in the late 1620s, the 
ox being the symbol of St Luke, the patron saint of artists. Here at St John s the skins are 
apparently those of lions and may therefore be intended as symbols of royalty, though if so 
their significance is not as obvious as that of the lions masks that form corbels beneath the 
statues of the King and Queen.

The pedestals of the Ionic order are based on Roman altars with rams’ heads at the 
corners. The source for this is a French architectural text-book by Philibert de 1 Orme first 
published in Paris in 1567, but this too has its reflection in certain Netherlandish engravings, 
including a title-page designed by Rubens for a book published in Antwerp in 1618.

The pervasive influence of Rubens — at this time the dominant figure in the artistic life of 
Antwerp, itself until recently the commercial centre of Northern Europe — is probably also 
to be seen in two other features of the quadrangle.

One is the heads of angels or cherubs that decorate the friezes. Such heads are often to be 
found in friezes from the Renaissance onwards, but they are particularly prominent in the 
Jesuit Church in Antwerp, a much-admired building which was sumptuously decorated in 
about 1620 under Rubens’s personal direction. In the Canterbury Quadrangle, as in the 
church, they are sometimes attractively animated by looking to one side instead of being mere 
expressionless masks staring straight ahead.

The other is the heraldic beasts — a lion and a unicorn — which crouch rather 
uncomfortably beneath the pediments that shelter the two royal statues. Usually such beasts 
were shown standing in silhouette on either side of the coat of arms. But two lions were 
placed in exactly the same posture on one of the triumphal arches designed by Rubens for the 
ceremonial entry of the Cardinal Infante Ferdinand into Antwerp in 1635. Now the decision 
to construct the arches was not taken until November 1634, and Rubens was hard at work on 
their design in December. At Oxford the lions and unicorns had already been ‘bosted out’ by 
then and must have been finished by 12 December, when the bronze statues were hauled up 
into place. So in this detail the Canterbury Quadrangle was actually slightly ahead of 
Rubens’s latests work in Antwerp.

Finally, to remove any doubt as to the Netherlandish affinities of much of the architec
tural decoration of the Canterbury Quadrangle, the gateway to the garden is taken directly 
from a book of architectural engravings published in Brussels in 1617 by the Flemish architect 
Jacques Francart.
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Clearly then, someone with a knowledge of French and Netherlandish architecture must 
have had a hand in designing the quadrangle.

To return to the frontispieces.
Now the most unorthodox feature of the whole composition is the two-tiered pedestal 

on which the Ionic order stands. Double pedestals of this sort are most unusual, though they 
are occasionally found in altar-pieces. It rather looks as if there was a space to be filled up, and 
this in turn suggests that the upper part of the frontispieces represents a revised design.

There is in fact evidence that the frontispieces as we see them today were designed after 
work on the arcades was well advanced. In Lufton’s accounts they were always called fronts 
and in January 1633 he paid 6d. ‘for carriage of the boxe that brought the drafts of the fronts’. 
Then in February paper was bought ‘to draw the moulds’ and a Mr Browne was paid £5 for 
his paines in coming down & drawing the drafts and making the Moulds . It is a reasonable 
inference that these drafts were working drawings for the frontispieces, and as the frontis
pieces were of course designed to accommodate the two royal statues it is worth noting that it 
was on 2 May 1633 that the agreement for making the latter was signed by the sculptor. The 
successive failures of Maude and Hill to fulfil their contracts meant that work on the 
frontispieces was not in fact carried out until 1634, by which time the heraldry had been 
revised to take account of Laud’s translation to Canterbury.

figure 6a. Double pedestal ofthe Ionic Order figure 6b. Design for pedestal of Doric
Order by Philibert de 1’Orme (1626)
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But if the existing frontispieces were not designed until 1633, are we to suppose that 
when the masons began work on their new contract in 1632 they had no idea what the 
frontispieces were to be like? I think not, because it is evident from both structural and 
documentary evidence that the lower stage of the frontispieces is integral with the arcades, 
and was in fact built with them, before the upper part. In 1632 those concerned must have 
envisaged the upper stage which the Doric columns were intended to support, and I think we 
can guess what it must have looked like if we compare the lower stage of the Canterbury 
Quadrangle frontispieces with the lower stages of the frontispieces of other early seventeenth
century buildings, domestic or collegiate, that were similarly adorned. What we find is 
almost invariably an order of coupled Doric columns similar to those in the Canterbury 
Quadrangle, and above it further orders of Ionic, Corinthian, and sometimes Composite, 
columns. If we apply such an arrangement to the Canterbury Quadrangle with suitable 
adjustments it would just fit the available space and provide a frame for a statue and a coat of 
arms, as at Merton and Wadham.

A decision to scrap some hackneyed design of this sort in favour of bolder baroque 
composition would have meant that one order had to take the place of two: as the columns 
could not be elongated any more, the double pedestal was the answer. When a baroque 
gateway was designed from scratch this difficulty was avoided by raising the lower story 
above first-floor level to form a plinth for the upper order, as for instance at Clare and 
St Catherine’s Colleges in Cambridge. At St John’s the double plinth is the only tell-tale sign 
of a transformation so skilfully accomplished that few notice that the upper part of the 
frontispiece is not quite homogeneous with the lower.

Before considering who might have been responsible for this transformation it is 
necessary to look at the decorative features of the Quadrangle, particularly the two bronze 
statues of Charles I and his Queen. They were the work of Hubert le Sueur, a French 
Huguenot sculptor who had come to England in 1624 or 1625 and was much employed by 
Charles I and the Court circle. Today his best-known work is the statue of Charles I on 
horseback at Charing Cross. Le Sueur was the son of an armourer and his knowledge of 
armour was better than his knowledge of anatomy. His figures lack subtlety in modelling and 
show more interest in dress than in facial expression. But as symbols of royalty to be seen at a 
respectful distance the two statues commissioned by Laud for the Canterbury Quadrangle 
splendidly fulfil their hieratic function. When Oxford surrendered to the Parliamentary forces 
in 1646, they must have been seriously at risk. According to one tradition they were taken 
down and buried to save them from destruction: according to another they were offered for 
sale by the Parliamentary authorities, but ‘were ignorantly refused, because not solid’ and so 
survived to be reinstated at the Restoration.

Then there is the series of busts in the roundels above the columns of the arcades, 
attractive but more provincial works, all supplied and presumably carved by the master
mason Jackson. On the one side these represent Virtues, on the other the Liberal Arts. As 
there were only seven canonical virtues — Faith, Hope, Charity, Prudence, Justice, Fortitude, 
and Temperance, but eight roundels to fill, an extra bust representing Religion was added. In 
the same way on the other side Astronomy, Geometry, Music, Arithmetic, Logic, Rhetoric, 
and Grammar were supplemented by Learning to fill the extra space.

Representations of the Liberal Arts had long been regarded as an appropriate decoration 
for a library, and there was an equally long iconographical tradition which associated them 
with the seven Virtues. There were, for instance, inscriptions naming both Arts and Virtues 
on the walls of the medieval Schools of Arts in Oxford before the present Schools were built. 
But by the seventeenth century other themes inspired by Humanist ideals or Counter
Reformation theology were generally thought more suitable for the decoration of libraries, 
and the display of Liberal Arts and Virtues in the Canterbury Quadrangle must be seen as one
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figure 7A. Gateway from Canterbury 
Quadrangle to Garden

figure 7B. Design for gateway from 
Francart’s Premier livre d’Architecture 

(Brussels 1617)

more manifestation of what Sir Richard Southern has called Laud s sustained attempt to 
restore the medieval system of thought in almost every department of theology, philosophy 
and science’.

Although the scheme of Arts and Virtues was therefore thoroughly conventional, not to 
say old-fashioned, its actual representation was a little unusual in that the personifications are 
merely busts, with their symbols carved on either side of them. Elsewhere they were 
normally shown as figures holding or wielding their respective symbols. In a contemporary 
engraving, for instance, we see Temperance mixing water with wine. But in the Canterbury 
Quadrangle an unseen hand performs this symbolic act on either side of a complacent bust. 
Now it was an established convention going back to Antiquity to decorate arcades with 
roundels and for these roundels to contain busts, often of Roman Emperors or other classical 
personages. What we have in the Canterbury Quadrangle is therefore the fusion of two 
iconographical traditions, the bust in the roundel and the personification of the Arts and 
Virtues.

Finally there is the ubiquitous heraldry, displayed both on the small shields in the lower 
frieze, by larger ones held by angels in the Gothic string-courses, and by the huge shields 
which depend from the frontispieces. In an age which took heraldry seriously the placing of 
the royal arms high above those of the archbishop might be understood to indicate Laud s 
loyal acceptance of the Royal Supremacy. But on the splendid lead rainwater heads the 
alternation of crown and mitre would no doubt symbolize that interdependence of Church 
and State which was at the heart of Laud’s political philosophy.

I now come at last to the problem that underlies the whole of this discussion: who 
designed the Canterbury Quadrangle? There is no need for me to say any more about the 
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improbability of the old attribution to Inigo Jones, which is now more an art-historical 
curiosity than something that needs serious refutation.

A more pertinent question, to which we can now return, is why did Laud not employ 
Jones? As a leading member of the Court he could certainly have commandedjones’s services, 
indeed he had already done so in connection with the repair of his own cathedral church of 
St Paul in London. Moreover as a member of the Privy Council he saw a good deal of Jones as 
the agent of the Commissioners for regulating building in London. It might be tempting to 
speculate that it was the realization by one masterful man that he and the equally masterful 
Jones were not likely to agree.

But the answer lies rather in the history of the building. Had the Canterbury Quadrangle 
been a complete new building on a virgin site, then Jones might well have been a suitable 
architect. But as we have seen its construction and design were a piecemeal process. The north 
wing that Laud originally commissioned to match the existing library needed no architect. 
The master-mason Maude was perfectly capable of reproducing the south side of the 
quadrangle on the north.

When the classical arcades were under consideration early in 1632, the general idea may 
have been Laud’s, but it is clear from their correspondence that he left it to Juxon to work out 
the details on the spot. The design was evidently embodied in the model made by the joiner 

figure 8. Statue ofKing Charles I by Hubert le 
Sueur

figure 9. Statue of Queen Henrietta Maria by 
Hubert le Sueur, with lion and unicorn carved 

beneath the pediment
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Woodfield. This model may have been based on drawings made by Maude as the head of the 
new consortium of mason-contractors which was to carry it out, but a more likely candidate 
is his partner Hugh Davies. In 1632-34 Davies was concerned in the design for the western 
extension of the Bodleian Library, and made a ‘great model’ for a projected staircase which he 
took up to London to show to Laud as Chancellor. In the event nothing came of this, but in a 
document connected with his remuneration Davies is described as ‘Architector’. So Davies 
could well have been the man who designed the arcades and the old-fashioned frontispieces 
which I have suggested were originally intended to go with them.

Then in January 1633 there was the arrival from London of‘the box that brought downe 
the drafts of the fronts’. Soon afterwards Lufton paid £5 to ‘Mr. Browne for his paines in 
coming downe and drawing the drafts and making the Moulds’. If I am right these would be 
the working drawings for the upper parts of the two frontispieces.

So who was Mr Browne? Mr Browne was a master joiner by trade, and in that capacity 
was much employed by Laud. In 1633 he had made an altar and otherjoinery work for Laud at 
Lambeth, and in 1632 he made a screen in the chapel of St John’s at Laud’s expense. At Laud’s 
trial he was a reluctant witness, giving evidence about allegedly ‘Popish’ windows ordered by 
Laud for his houses at Lambeth and Croydon and put up under Browne’s direction. Like 
other master-workmen he was capable of acting as an architect or surveyor and in 1639 he was 
appointed Surveyor to Westminster Abbey. Two surviving works give us some idea of his 
capacity as a designer and craftsman. One is the chimney-piece in the Jerusalem Chamber at 
Westminster Abbey, the other a cabinet at Arbury Hall, Warwickshire, always known as 
Archbishop Laud’s cabinet, and so similar in style to the chimney-piece that there can be no 
doubt that it was Browne’s work. These are in a mannerist style ultimately Flemish in 
derivation but not at all close to that of the Canterbury Quadrangle frontispieces. We may 
conjecture that between 1629, when he made the chimney-piece for thejerusalem Chamber, 
and 1633, when he was making drawings for the Canterbury Quadrangle, Browne was 
exposed to fresh artistic influences, but by what means or at whose instigation we do not 
know. There is a gap here in our evidence which only speculation can fill. Some ninety years 
ago Sir Reginald Blomfield, in the course of a remarkably perspicacious paragraph about the 
Canterbury Quadrangle in his History of Renaissance Architecture in England (1897), suggested 
that the frontispieces might have been designed by Hubert Le Sueur, the sculptor whose 
workmanship they frame, or by some other ‘foreign artist about the court’, and this is a 
possibility that deserves serious consideration.

There are indeed some features which the architecture of the Canterbury Quadrangle 
shares with a small group of prestigious monuments made for leading members of the court 
of Charles I, monuments which have long been attributed to Le Sueur. One of these is the 
monument to the Duke of Richmond and Lennox in Westminster Abbey, completed by 
1628, where we find the same S-curved broken pediment as we do on the doorway that leads 
into the Canterbury Quadrangle from the Front Quadrangle — later a standard baroque motif 
that at this date was still relatively unusual either in England or in France.

Then the rams’ heads on the pedestals of the Ionic order occur both on the monument to 
the Duke of Buckingham in Westminster Abbey, under construction in the early 1630s, and 
on that of Lord Treasurer Weston in Winchester Cathedral, commissioned during his lifetime 
and completed before his death in 1635. There is some doubt whether Le Sueur was 
responsible for the bronze effigy of Weston, and in any case there is evidence that the marble 
sculpture on his tomb and probably also on that of the Duke of Buckingham was the work of 
Isaac Besnier, who was to succeed Le Sueur as Sculptor to Charles I when Le Sueur left 
England in 1643. If Weston’s effigy was not Le Sueur’s work then it must almost certainly 
have been made by the Italian sculptor Francesco Fanelli, the only other artist at Charles I’s 
court capable of casting in bronze. It is to Fanelli that students of English sculpture have 
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generally attributed another courtier’s monument in Westminster Abbey, that of Sir Robert 
Ayton, who died in 163 8, and on that monument we find two of the motifs that we have been 
pursuing united, for the epitaph is inscribed on a stretched-out animal’s skin with the head 
neither of a lion nor an ox, but of a ram.

So here we have three court sculptors — Le Sueur, Besnier, and Fanelli, all of whom were 
using motifs that appear in the Canterbury Quadrangle. If, like Sir Reginald Blomfield, we 
see the frontispieces as ‘essentially sculptor’s work’, in which decoration is paramount, then 
we may conclude that they could have been designed by one of these sculptors, and of the 
three Le Sueur is obviously the most likely. However, Le Sueur, like Fanelli, was a specialist 
in bronze, and we have no evidence that he designed anything except the busts and effigies 
that he modelled and cast. Nor does the fact that the sculptor and the designer of the 
frontispieces shared some motifs prove that they were the same person — only that they had 
access to the same artistic source.

As we have seen, several of these motifs can be traced to the Netherlands, and in 
particular to Antwerp, where Rubens was the presiding artistic genius. Rubens himself had of 
course been in England on a diplomatic mission in 1629 and he subsequently painted the 
ceiling of the Banqueting House at Whitehall, with its baroque apotheosis of James I. But, 
although Rubens did design a handful of funeral monuments in Flanders, it is most unlikely 
that he designed any for English patrons, still less that he had anything to do with the 
Canterbury Quadrangle. Was there anyone who might have acted as a link between the 
Antwerp of Rubens and the court of Charles I?

There was a man who fulfilled precisely that role. His name was Sir Balthazar Gerbier, 
and since 1631 he had been Charles I’s resident agent in Brussels. The child of French 
Protestant parents, he had been born in the Netherlands and had come to England in 1616. His 
training was probably as a calligraphic artist, but besides ‘a good hand in writing’, he laid 
claim to ‘skill in science as mathematics, architecture, drawing, painting, contriving of

figure 10. Bust symbolizing ‘Geometry’, with architectural attributes
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scenes, masques, shows and entertainments for great princes’, besides military engineering. 
Moreover he was an astute art-dealer and in that capacity had built up a magnificent collection 
of paintings and other works of art for his patron the Duke of Buckingham, who also 
employed him to paint miniatures and to embellish his houses. As Charles I’s agent in 
Brussels Gerbier’s duties were mainly diplomatic, but he bought pictures for his royal master 
and also for the Earl of Arundel. Both as an artist and as a diplomat he was in constant touch 
with Rubens, and when Rubens came to London in 1629 it was Gerbier who acted as his host. 
Gerbier also knew Le Sueur (a fellow-Huguenot), whose equestrian statue of Charles I was 
the centre-piece of the garden he designed for Lord Treasurer Weston at Roehampton, and 
when Weston commissioned his monument in Winchester Cathedral, Besnier sent Gerbier a 
sketch of the design. In 1634 Gerbier’s services as a cultural go-between were exercised on 
behalf of Archbishop Laud himself. Laud experienced difficulty in procuring the types 
necessary to achieve one of his favourite schemes, the setting up of a Greek press in London. 
With the help of Rubens Gerbier went to Antwerp in person to secure the necessary founts.

Unfortunately we know little about Gerbier’s architectural achievement: of his work for 
the Duke of Buckingham only the York House Watergate survives as probably his design; of 
Weston’s house at Roehampton only the statue of Charles I; and of the great mansion which 
he began for Lord Craven at Hamstead Marshall virtually nothing at all. But in one signed 
drawing for Hamstead Marshall and a portrait of the Elector Palatine we see leathery 
cartouches of the sort that are so prominent a feature of the frontispieces in the Canterbury 
Quadrangle. Too much must not be made of these: such cartouches were a commonplace of 
European sculptural decoration in the 1630s. But if we are looking for someone who could 
have provided a drawing for the frontispieces which Adam Browne was subsequently 
employed to work out in detail, then Gerbier is an obvious candidate.

Unfortunately there is no reference in Gerbier’s extant correspondence to the Canter
bury Quadrangle. It is true that that correspondence is largely of an official character, 
consisting of diplomatic despatches to the King and his ministers, and many other letters have 
doubtless been lost. Nevertheless, in the absence of any scrap of documentation, Gerbier’s 
involvement in the design of the Canterbury Quadrangle must remain an unsubstantiated 
hypothesis until and unless some further piece of evidence, documentary or art-historical, is 
found to confirm or disprove it.

Whoever designed the two frontispieces, their place in English architectural history is I 
think clear. More sophisticated and cosmopolitan than the ‘artisan mannerism’ of men like 
Peter Mills and Nicholas Stone, they represent a baroque alternative to the Italian classicism of 
Inigo Jones of which we might well have had more examples but for the Civil War. After half 
a century or so of architectural mannerism largely Flemish in derivation, England in the reign 
of Charles I was ready to assimilate a baroque architecture also largely Flemish in origin. 
From that natural development England was diverted by Inigo Jones, who alone among 
northern European architects of his day renounced the baroque in favour of a return to the 
High Renaissance. By himself Jones could hardly have stemmed the baroque tide, but the 
Civil War, the decline of Antwerp, and the severing of English links with Catholic Flanders in 
favour of Protestant Holland, all tended to steer English architecture away from the 
exuberant baroque of the Canterbury Quadrangle frontispieces and towards the discreet 
classicism of men such as Hugh May and Roger Pratt. So the Canterbury Quadrangle is not 
only a memorial to a great political prelate; it represents an architectural initiative that failed 
with the regime that he sustained.

This is much abbreviated version of a monograph on the architectural history 
of the Canterbury Quadrangle which is to be published by the Oxford 

University Press in 1987. Full references to documents and printed sources 
will be provided in that publication.


